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Preface

In front of you is the report from the thesis "Simulation-based evaluation of thermal battery
behavior implemented in an E-powertrain". During the thesis, the thermal and efficiency dy-
namics was been researched from a battery of an electrically propelled vehicle. The research
was been conducted at the Eindhoven University of Technology in the Netherlands. This thesis
is been written as part of my graduation from theMechanical Engineering program at the Eind-
hoven University of Technology. The thesis originates from my internship topic of “Advanced
Tesla Vehicle Model” [1], my curiosity of thermal influence on drivetrain components, and in-
terest in the climate change.

The target groups for this thesis are the teachers and students within the field of vehicle driv-
etrains and dynamics of Automotive and Mechanical Engineering. Therefore, some knowledge
of vehicle drivetrains has been assumed. The last couple of chapters are significant to obtain the
results, conclusions, and recommendations of the thesis for future applications and studies.

Together with my supervisor, Dr. Ir. T. Hofman, I came up with the research question for this
thesis. After extensive research, I was capable to answer the research question. During this re-
search my supervisor, Dr. Ir. T. Hofman, and MSc C. Wei, were there for my questions and me.
They have regularly responded to my questions so that I could continue with my research.

Hereby, I would like to thankmy supervisor, Dr. Ir. T. Hofman, andMSc C.Wei for the guidance
and support during the process. I have often been capable to spar effectivelywithmy supervisor
and MSc C. Wei about my research. I received advice as well from my colleagues of “The Fa-
mous AES Lab”. Moreover, they supported me during the process. Ultimately, I want to thank
my parents in particular. Their wisdom, support, andmotivational words duringmy study sup-
ported me to bring the study and this thesis to a successful conclusion.

I wish you much reading pleasure.

Willem Mulder

Eindhoven, February 6, 2020
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Abstract

To optimize the efficiency of electric drivetrains, the dynamics and operation of an electric vehi-
cle have to be known. To obtain knowledge of the electric drivetrain, the drivetrain’s dynamics is
been calculated and simulated. The electric drivetrains are normally been calculated and simu-
latedwith fixed battery parameters at constant operating temperatures. The operating tempera-
tures of 20◦C and 25◦C are frequently used for drivetrain calculations and simulations. However;
because the drivetrain calculations and simulations are taken at constant temperatures, the ther-
mal behavior of the battery is unincorporated into the dynamics of the drivetrain. The research
aims to investigate the influence of the operating temperature from the battery, which includes
the efficiency and heat generation of the battery. Themain question of the research study is: “In-
side which particular operating temperature range needs the battery of an electric vehicle to be, to deliver
reliable performance, and to reduce the emitted heat?”

Themethod,which is beenutilized to study the battery,was tomodel a commonly usedLithium-
ion battery of electric vehicles with thermal influence. The thermal battery model was been
implemented into the simulated drivetrain of an electrically propelled vehicle. With the im-
plementation of the battery model into the electric drivetrain, the battery’s energy usage and
heat generation could be dynamically analyzed. The dynamic analyzes are done by driving the
confirmed drive-cycles at various operating temperatures. With the dynamic analyzes of the
battery, the operating dynamic of the vehicle was incorporated into the battery operation. After
simulating the electric drivetrain with the thermal battery model, the vehicle’s drivable range,
average energy usage, and average produced heat were been analyzed.

At the constant battery temperature of 22.5◦C , the simulated vehicle achieved the lowest av-
erage energy consumption, resulting in the largest driving range. Additionally, because of the
battery operation at the battery temperature of 22.5◦C , the battery generates the lowest average
produced heat throughout the driving range. Looking at the data of the performances and heat
generations from the battery at various battery temperatures, optimal operation of the battery
could be observed. The optimal operation of the battery could be obtained within the battery’s
temperature range of 17.5◦C and 22.5◦C . Within this temperature range, the vehicle’s driving
range is been increased and the battery’s produced heat is decreased when compared to re-
duced battery temperatures. The decreased drivable range and increased heat production at
lower battery temperature are been related to the battery’s electrolyte thermal behavior. Due to
the lower produced heat throughout the drive-cycle within the optimal temperature range, the
Battery Thermal Management System (BTMS) can be constructed smaller. Due to the smaller
constructed BTMS, the added weight by the BTMS is smaller for the electrically propelled vehi-
cle.

By comparingmultiple sourceswithin the electric drivetrain and battery technologyfields, there
can be derived that this battery research study is repeatable and valid. Because of the complexity
of the BTMS, the BTMS was unincorporated within the thermal battery model. Because of the
unimplemented BTMS into the thermal battery model, there is been suggested that the BTMS
will be incorporated and further researched. Another suggestion for follow-up research is to in-
vestigate the thermal and efficiency behavior of other battery categories and generate a thermal
efficiency database of batteries.

When additional research of thermal influence on electric drivetrains will be conducted, some
recommendations are been suggested. The suggested recommendations can be divided into
thermal efficiency behavior and thermal control investigations. The suggested investigations of
thermal efficiency behavior concern the electricmachines and transmissions used in electrically-
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propelled vehicles. The investigation suggested for thermal control is to derive the Thermal
Management System (TMS) for electric drivetrain components. When both additional investi-
gations are been conducted and are merged with this study, the full electrically-propelled driv-
etrain can be thermally improved to maximum efficiency by a thermal drivetrain simulator.
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1 Introduction

In this section, the introduction of this battery research study is been provided. The introduction discusses and
explains the background, the problem, the purpose, the research method, the contribution, and the outline of this
research and report. Initially, the general outline of the research background is been treated. Second, the problem
and aim of the research are been defined. Thirdly, the set objectives and developed methods to research the battery
are been described. Finally, the contribution and outline of the research study and report are been discussed.

1.1 Background

The Industrial Revolution occurred around 1750 and is still going on today. The Industrial Rev-
olution can be divided into four individual revolutions, which include mechanization, produc-
tion, automation, and cyber physicalization. In the period between 1750 and 1850, the first in-
dustrial revolution contributed to the transition of the manufacturing processes from manual
to machine-made production methods. Between 1870 and 1910, the second Industrial Revolu-
tion achieved an increase in mass production and the development of electricity, turbines, and
combustion engines. The third Industrial Revolution happened between 1950 and 2000, which
included the development of computers, communication, and globalization. The current fourth
Industrial Revolution includes the digital revolution in cyber-physical systems.

Throughout all four individual revolutions of the Industrial Revolution, the need for power
to drive the revolution increased over each revolution. To provide the necessary power, fossil
fuels were regularly been consumed which varied from coal and earth oils to petrol and diesel.
Because of the growing usage of fossil fuels over the decades, the amount of exhaust emissions
from combustion has been increased. Because of the increasing amount of exhaust emissions
from combustion, the number of greenhouse gases in the global atmosphere are been increased
over the decades. Greenhouse gases contain carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (C H4), and nitrous
oxide (N2O), which causes the Earth’s greenhouse effect. Because of the greenhouse effect, the
Earth’s climate changes and causing a global temperature increase.

To reduce global temperature rise and raise awareness of the Earth’s climate change, the United
Nations holds an annual climate conference that began in 1995. During Climate Change Confer-
ences of the United Nations, multiple climate agreements were settled to reduce climate change
globally. Because of the settled climate agreements and increased awareness of Earth’s climate
change, the necessity to shift to alternative energy sources is been recognized. The alternative
energy sources consist of solar power, nuclear power, geothermal power, hydroelectric energy,
wave energy, wind energy, tidal energy, biomass energy, wind energy, natural gas, hydrogen,
and biofuels. Several storage options of energy from alternative sources are possible. The gases
and liquids obtained from the alternative sources can be stored in pressure and fuel tanks. The
generated powers and energies by the alternative sources can be transmitted into electricity and
stored in batteries.

1.2 Problem definition and research question

With the settled climate agreements and increased awareness of the Earth’s climate change, an
extensive interest in hybrid and electric vehicles can be observed. The interest in hybrid and
electric vehicles can primarily be seen at automotive engineers and car manufacturers. To ef-
ficiently operate and control a hybrid, plug-in hybrid, or electric vehicle; the efficiencies of all
drivetrain components have to be determined. In the past, several studies [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
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are been conducted into the dynamics of hybrid and electric drivetrains and their components.
Since the battery in hybrid and electric vehicles is the main energy storage. And billions of ve-
hicles are been driven around the world within different climates. The batteries of hybrid and
electric vehicles will experience various ambient temperatures when operated in different cli-
mate zones.

Because of the influence of various temperatures on the batteries, the thermal relationship be-
tween the operating temperature and efficiency behavior is relevant to comprehend. However;
due to steady temperatures during drivetrain calculations, the battery’s thermal relationship is
regularly been excluded from drivetrain calculations. This research study aims to investigate
the influence of the thermal relationship between operating temperature and efficiency of the
battery. With the gathered insight of the investigation, a thermal battery can be analyzed at var-
ious operating temperatures, and the optimal temperature range can be determined. This leads
to the main question of this research study.

The main question of the research is:

Inside which particular operating temperature range needs the battery of an electric vehicle
to be, to deliver reliable performance, and to reduce the emitted heat?

1.3 Objectives and method developments

To operate an electric vehicle, rechargeable batteries are necessary to store energy. Multiple
rechargeable battery types are currently known for their advantages and disadvantages, which
results in outstanding operations in their application areas. When looking at current specifi-
cations of various hybrid and electric vehicles, the lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery is widely used
for energy storage. The choice for lithium-ion batteries is related to the advantages and disad-
vantages of these batteries, which can be obtained in [10, 11]. The battery is not particularly
providing the necessary energy from its source; however, the battery also produces heat when
operated. The produced heat by the battery during charging and discharging is due to inter-
nal resistance [12]. When the battery is been operated, the temperature may fall outside the
optimum thermal range of the battery. When the temperature of the battery is outside the tem-
perature range, the battery becomes inefficient and gets damaged. In the winter period, this
inefficiency of batteries can already be seen in vehicles with older lead-acid (Pb) batteries. The
lower winter temperatures will decrease the capacity of the older lead-acid battery, resulting
in less power output to start the combustion engine. To obtain better efficiency and lifetime of
the battery, the battery needs to be controlled at temperature to guarantee operation within the
optimal range. The temperature control of the battery is done with a Battery Thermal Man-
agement System (BTMS). With the BTMS system, the battery can controllably be heated and
cooled. There are multiple options to establish a BTMS system for a battery, several options are
been shown in [13]. When looking at one of the current electric cars, the Audi e-tron has the
BTMS liquid cooling system attached underneath the batteries.
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Figure 1: Battery cooling system of Audi e-tron [14]

To recognize the battery’s thermal behavior, several conducted studies [12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21] into battery behavior are been examined in the past. Observing the previous studies, there
can be beheld that during operation changes the power losses from the battery over tempera-
ture. Another thermal effect, which can be obtained from the past battery studies, is the heat
generated by the battery during operation. The heat generated by the battery during operation
varies with operating temperature. Because of the influences of power loss and heat generation
of the battery, the battery behavior varies with the operating temperature.

To resolve the main research question and to incorporate the thermal influences of the battery
into the research, the following sub-questions are been developed:

• What is causing the losses in batteries of the electric drivetrain?

• What is the thermal dynamics in batteries of the electric drivetrain?

• Is there a relationship between operating temperature and efficiency inside batteries?

To gather the necessary information for answering the main and sub-questions, a simulation
model of a battery has been reconstructed with thermal influence. The reconstruction of the
thermal battery model for simulation started by observing [17], which refers to[22]. In [22], a
hybrid battery model is been modeled and explained for a lithium-ion battery cell with lithium
manganese dioxide chemistry. With the hybrid battery model of [22] , the simulated thermal
battery model is been created and improved for this research study. By implementing the ther-
mal battery model into an electric drivetrain simulator according to [10] , the battery can be dy-
namically analyzed at various temperatures. With the dynamic analysis of the battery, various
kinematic and dynamic operations of the electric vehicle are been incorporated into the analyzes
of the battery. During the battery analyses, the battery performance is been researched over
multiple drive-cycles at various operating temperatures. With the battery performance analy-
ses at various operating temperatures, the optimal temperature range can be obtained for the
operation of the battery. When the battery is operated within the optimal temperature range,
the energy consumption throughout the drive-cycle simulation is been reduced. Because of the
reduced energy consumption by the battery, the drivable range of an electric vehicle will be
improved.

1.4 Contributions and outline

The practical and academic contribution of this research is to provide the essence of the influ-
ence of temperature on batteries in hybrid and electric powertrains. The results of this study
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provide the basis of the operating temperature range for effective battery operation. The basis
for effective battery operation within the operating temperature range can be integrated into
future hybrid and electric vehicles. To incorporate the temperature range knowledge of the bat-
tery into hybrid and electric vehicles, a Battery Thermal Management System (BTMS) can be
used. The BTMS holds the battery within the specified temperature range.

Looking at this research study, the following outline in this report can be observed. In Chapter
2, the method of modeling from the thermal battery can be obtained. The method of analyz-
ing from the thermal battery during drive-cycle simulations and the simulation results can be
gained in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the answers of the sub-questions are been provided according
to the results of the modeling and analyses of the battery. Looking into Chapter 5, the conclu-
sion of the research study can be observed. In Chapter 6, the discussion can be obtained about
the results from the research study. When looking at Chapter 7, the recommendations are been
provided for the research study. The bibliography of all used papers and other sources of infor-
mation for the study are presented in the final chapter.

Figure 2: Layout of the report
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2 Modeling of the thermal battery

In this chapter, the modeling method of the thermal battery model for analyses is been treated and explained. The
modeling of the thermal battery model is been divided into the modeling of the battery voltage, the heat generation,
and the State-of-Charge calculations. Furthermore, battery efficiency according to the battery voltage modeling and
the implementation of the heat generation into the battery’s thermodynamic system is been treated.

Multiple academic papers [15, 16, 17] were be gathered on the thermal behavior of Lithium-
ion batteries. One of the found academic papers is [17] from J. Lindgren and P.D. Lund of the
Aalto University. The paper highlights the investigation of electric vehicle fleet performance
at extreme temperatures and the improved charging at moderate temperatures by the battery
thermal management. [17] refers to [22] from J. Lindgren et al. of Aalto University. In [22], a
hybrid battery model is been modeled and explained for a lithium-ion battery cell with lithium
manganese dioxide chemistry. This type of lithium-ion battery cells is been implemented in the
Nissan Leaf, Chevrolet Volt, andOpelAmpera. The hybrid batterymodel is beenmodeled by in-
dividual battery behaviors, which include the modeling of the battery voltage, heat generation,
and state of charge during operation. All the individual modeled battery behaviors obtain func-
tions of the state of charge (SoC), discharge current (I), and battery cell temperature (TCel l).
Looking at Figure 3, the modeling system of the hybrid battery model according to [22] can be
observed.

Figure 3: Hybrid lithium-ion battery model according to [22]
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2.1 Modeling of voltage from thermal battery

When looking at the battery voltage modeling method of [22], similar calculations can be ob-
served in [10]. Within [22], the used formulas can be linked to the equations formulated for
the equivalent circuit section of the quasistatic battery modeling in [10]. The formulas of [22]
can be seen in the following equations. The battery voltage (V) is given by the voltage model
obtained from the half models C (charge) and D (discharge), which is calculated by Equation
(1).

V (I ,TCel l ,SOC ) =
{

VC (I ,TCel l ,SOC ) , I ≤ 0
VD (I ,TCel l ,SOC ) , I > 0

(1)

The charge and discharge voltage (VC ,D) given by the voltage model can be calculated by Equa-
tion (2) and Equation (3). In these two equations, the weighting function (w) is been defined
in relation to battery cell temperature of the four different empirical voltage sub-models of CH
(charging at high temperature), CL (charging at low temperature), DH (discharging at high
temperature), DL (discharging at low temperature). The low and high temperatures for charge
and discharge measurements are been defined at −10◦C and 70◦C according to [22].

VC (I ,TCel l ,SOC ) = wC H (TCel l ) ·VC H (I ,TCel l ,SOC )+wC L(TCel l ) ·VC L(I ,TCel l ,SOC ) (2)

VD (I ,TCel l ,SOC ) = wD H (TCel l ) ·VD H (I ,TCel l ,SOC )+wDL(TCel l ) ·VDL(I ,TCel l ,SOC ) (3)
The empirical voltage that comprises the voltage model of the four separate sub-models is pro-
vided by Equation (4). In these empirical voltage calculations, the open-circuit voltage (VOC)
is been modeled by Equation (5), which contains the State-of-Charge (SOC) and the cell tem-
perature (TCel l). The effective resistance (Re f f ) within the empirical voltage calculation is been
calculated by Equation (6), which contains the State-of-Charge (SOC) and the discharge current
(I). When calculating the effective resistance of the empiric electric circuit, there can be beheld
that the resistance becomes negative.

V{C H ,C L,D H ,DL}(I ,TCel l ,SOC ) =VOC{C H ,C L,D H ,DL} (I ,TC el l ,SOC )+Re f f{C H ,C L,D H ,DL} (I ,TCel l ,SOC ) · I (4)

VOC{C H ,C L,D H ,DL} (I ,TCel l ,SOC ) = x15–ex16·(SOC−x17) +x18 ·SOC +x19 · (SOC −x20)2

+x11 ·TCel l +x13 ·T 2
Cel l

(5)

Re f f{C H ,C L,D H ,DL} (I ,TCel l ,SOC ) = {e(TCel l−x1)·x2 +x3 +x4 · I } · {ex6·(SOC−x7) +x8 ·SOC +x9 +x10 · I } · x5

+x12 +x14 · I
(6)

When looking at the appendix of [22], the x-parameters of the empirical voltage model could
be obtained. The found values of the x-parameters are been provided in Table 1.
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X CH CL DH DL
1 -469.905645 -132.553267 72.9212943 49.1937457
2 -0.01193406 -0.07531386 -0.13669235 -0.15036261
3 -0.0033415 -2.96E-05 0 309.234804
4 -0.00022837 3.09E-06 0 -51.5238246
5 -0.04660876 -0.75527489 -5.18E-07 -0.00039748
6 -7.78772185 -0.25371015 -25.3902554 -16.3171785
7 0.94167709 0.46023176 0.31193393 0.13235339
8 629.146128 -583.971352 -263.159461 -0.23487304
9 179.583041 4656.88602 285.977926 0.36676333
10 81.42723 419.447121 0 -0.01360832
11 -0.000178 -0.00780257 -0.00964146 0.00283676
12 -0.07311807 -0.13886296 -0.05427448 -0.04475896
13 2.93E-06 0.00020005 0.00010302 1.89E-05
14 -0.00600606 -0.00399027 0.00305911 -0.00283708
15 1.70372421 1.87188767 3.55851247 3.271566
16 -59.0749757 -66.9448614 -23.8337342 -34.2837901
17 -0.00923948 -0.00790534 -0.00380089 -0.00331171
18 1.90673985 2.04151615 0.78312926 0.77995925
19 0.26804212 0.45803296 0 0
20 2.48556257 1.88613061 0 0

Table 1: Empirical voltage model parameters [22]

Guzzella and Sciarretta [10] show that internal resistance (Ri) or effective resistance considers
multiple battery phenomena. The contributions are from ohmic resistance (Ro), charge-transfer
resistance (Rct), and diffusion resistance (Rd). The ohmic resistance (Ro) is related to the serially
connected ohmic resistances, which are been located in the electrolyte, electrodes, interconnec-
tions, and battery terminals. The charge-transfer resistance (Rct) relates to the “charge-transfer”
reactions of electrons, which takes place at the electrodes. The diffusion resistance (Rd) is asso-
ciated with the diffusion of ions in the electrolyte due to concentration gradients. The internal
resistance can be evaluated as a function of the state of charge and temperature, conveniently
distinguishing between charge and discharge. The influence of the battery temperature on bat-
tery resistance and performance can be verified by [18, 19, 20, 21]. The internal resistance of a
battery can be calculated with Equation (7).

Ri = Ro +Rct +Rd (7)

In the “Supporting Information” section of [22], the calculation of theweighting functions could
be obtained. The equations used for calculation of the weighting functions are been shown in
the sub-equations of Equation (8). To calculate the weighting functions, functions A and B of
Equation (9) are been needed. To calculate the relative weights of all sub-models with the use
of the formulas shown in Equation (8) and Equation (9), several internal variables are been
needed. The used internal variables for Equation (8) and Equation (9) are been shown in Table
2.

wC L(TCel l ) = A(w1, ws,C )+B(w1, ws,C ) · t an−1[(TCel l −w1) ·ws,C ]

wC H (TCel l ) = 1−wC L(TCel l )

wDL(TCel l ) = A(w2, ws,D )+B(w2, ws,D ) · t an−1(TCel l −w2) ·ws,D ]

wD H (TCel l ) = 1−wDL(TCel l )

(8)
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A (w, ws) =
(
1− tan−1 [ws · (−10−w)]

tan−1 [ws · (70−w)]

)−1

B (w, ws) = −A (w, ws)

tan−1 [ws · (70−w)]

(9)

Name ws,C ws,D w1 w2

Value −0.4 −0.3 16.16 25.51

Table 2: Internal variables for relative weight calculation

To provide insight into the relative weights of all sub-models for charging and discharging,
Figure 4 and Figure 5 are been created. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the relative weights of the
low and high-temperature sub-models over the temperature range from −10◦C to 70◦C . Figure
4 shows the relative weights for charging over the temperature range. Figure 5 shows the rela-
tive weights for discharging over the temperature range. When comparing the graphs of both
figures, there can be observed that the low-temperature sub-model in discharging mode expe-
riences a vaster influence than in charging mode.

Figure 4: Relative weight of low and high-temperature sub-models when charging

Figure 5: Relative weight of low and high-temperature sub-models when discharging
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When the total empirical voltage model is completed, the model can be used to calculate the
terminal battery voltage at various temperatures, currents, and state of charges. When the ter-
minal voltage is been calculated per current at multiple temperatures and state of charges, the
voltage surface plots can be observed. Looking at Figure 6 and Figure 7, the voltage surface
plots can be seen during discharging and charging. When looking at Figure 6, the discharging
voltage surface plot can be observed. When looking at the discharging voltage surface plot, the
cut-off voltage can be observed of the battery cell. During constant current discharge, the bat-
tery’s cut-off voltage is reached at a decreased state of charge level when the temperature is been
increases. Because of the battery’s cut-off voltage, the active battery operation level decreases at
reduced battery temperatures. The decrease of active battery operation can be described by the
decrease of chemical reaction speed and exponentially increase of battery resistances at reduced
temperatures.

Figure 6: Discharge response of empirical voltage model

Figure 7: Charge response of empirical voltage model
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When looking at the resistances and resistance power of the battery model; Figure 8, Figure 9,
and Figure 10 can be observed. In Figure 8 and Figure 9, the resistance of the battery during
discharging and charging can be seen. When looking at both resistance graphs, there can be
concluded that the resistance increases at reduced temperatures during discharge and charge.
However, the resistance increase is larger at reduced temperatures and low State-Of-Charge
levels when the battery is been discharged. Figure 10 shows the resistance power per cell tem-
perature, which is been obtained by multiplying the resistance with the square of the operating
current. There can be obtained that the maximum resistance power is generated at reduced
temperatures, large discharge currents, and low state of charge levels.

Figure 8: Resistance during discharging
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Figure 9: Resistance during charging

Figure 10: Resistance power response of empirical voltage model
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2.2 Calculation from the efficiency of the thermal battery voltage model

With the voltage modeling of the battery, the battery efficiency can be obtained from the gath-
ered data at various temperatures and battery operations. In [10], the battery efficiency is di-
vided into global and local efficiency. The local battery efficiency is been calculated with the
provided formula in [23], which is been shown in Equation (10). When the local efficiency of
the battery model is been calculated, the graphs of Figure 11 could be obtained for the various
battery temperatures.

ηBT = PD

PC

= VD · I ·∆t

VC · |− I | ·∆t
, I ·∆t = |− I | ·∆t

= VD

VC(
= V ( I ,TCel l ,SOC )

V ((−I ),TCel l ,SOC )

)
(10)

Figure 11: Local efficiency of battery at operating temperature ranging from −10◦C until 70◦C

When looking at the graphs of Figure 11, there can be observed that the effective region trans-
fers inside the efficiencymaps when the temperature increases. Looking at all efficiency graphs,
there can be observed the region of feasible effectiveness increases until 10◦C . When the op-
erating temperature of the battery becomes larger than 30◦C , the feasible effectiveness region
decreases rapidly. The decrease of the feasible effectiveness region is due to the increase of ef-
fectiveness larger than 100% at low currents around a half-charged battery. A local efficiency
higher than 100% is illogical and thereby infeasible. With the local efficiency from the battery,
there can be concluded that this battery has to be inside the temperature range between 10◦C
and 30◦C . Whereby, the battery observes the highest feasible local efficiency.
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2.3 Modeling of heat generation with Artificial Neural Network from thermal bat-
tery

In [22], the heat production of the battery is been modeled with an Artificial Neural Network
(ANN). The ANN system for the battery cell heating rate can schematically be seen in Fig-
ure 12. The inputs of the neural network include the state of charge (SOC), current (I), and
temperature (Tcel l) of the battery cell. Initially, the inputs are been handled by the MATLAB
functions “Mapminmax”, “Processpca”, and “Mapstd". The information about the MATLAB
functions was been obtained from theMathWorks website [24]. The “Mapminmax” function of
MATLAB normalizes the input matrices between a minimum andmaximum value of each row.
The equation of the MATLAB “Mapminmax” function can be observed in Equation (11).The
MATLAB “Mapminmax” function involves an offset (Xo f f set) of the input (X ), gain-function
(Gai n), and a minimal value (Ymi n) from the output (Y ). The “Processpca” function of MAT-
LAB processes the input matrices by principal component analysis that each row is uncorre-
lated. Whereby the matrices rows are in order of contribution to the total variation and rows of
thematrices,which less contribute, are been removed. The processed equation in theMATLAB’s
“Processpca” function can be observed in Equation (12), which includes a transform operation
(Ftr ans f or m). The “Mapstd” function of MATLAB processes the input matrices by transforming
the mean and standard deviation of each matrices row. The processed equation in MATLAB’s
“Mapstd” function can be observed in Equation (13). The MATLAB’s “Mapstd” function in-
cludes an offset (Xo f f set) of the input (X ), gain-function (Gai n), and mean value (Ymean) of
the output (Y ). The ANN includes two hidden layers with artificial neurons (or nodes), which
are been connected with edges (or channels). The edges (or channels) are been weighted to
adjust the signal strength at the connection between the neurons (or nodes). To further adjust
the activity of the neuron (or node), a Bias is been added to the input of the artificial neuron
(or node). The Bias controls when the activation function is been triggered. Equation (14) is
been used to calculate the value of input from the neuron, which includes the weight (W ) of
the edge signal and Bias value (Bi as). The activation function of the neuron (or node) defines
the output of the neuron (or node) given the calculated input or set of inputs. The activation
function is shown in Equation (15), which is been used in the ANN system for battery cell heat-
ing. By altering the input value (X ) of the activation function from Equation (15), the output
value (Y ) varies between −1 and 1. After the neural network, the output is again been handled
by MATLAB functions “Mapminmax” and “Mapstd”. The settings for the different MATLAB
functions operations and operation order can be observed in Table 3. When the heat generated
power is been calculated for different inputs, Figure 13 can be observed.

Figure 12: Artificial neural network architecture for predicting heating rate [22]

Y = (
X −Xoffset

)¯Gain +Ymin (11)
Y = Ftr ans f or m ·X (12)
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Y = (
X −Xoffset

)¯Gain +Ymean (13)
Y =W ·X +Bias (14)

Y = 2

1+e−2X
−1 = 1−e−2X

1+e−2X
(15)

Input

Mapminmax

Xo f f set Gai n Ymi n

0 2 -1
-5 0.199960008

-9.360.785.465 0.029019286

Processpca

Ftr ans f or m

-0.999867932 -0.011801399 0.011173386
0.01101419 0.013469573 0.999848618
-0.011950114 0.999839636 -0.013337811

Mapstd

Xo f f set Gai n Ymean

-0.003292447 1.151.051.158 0
0.099983302 2.140.424.278
-0.005894456 395.272.964

Layer 1

Bi as W ei g ht

5.489.080.504 -5.428.210.851 0.488061788 -0.23830561
2.049.691.726 -0.093301732 -0.031712583 -0.529724729
-2.493.298.655 0.10821141 -0.352884171 0.111676145
0.89727793 0.085573116 -0.099708691 0.349815257

Activation function

Layer 2

Bi as W ei g ht

9.156.261.069 0.322652896 -1.639.021.602 -1.068.679.075 -320.921.292
6.112.797.451 -0.167318218 -0.372591314 6.501.523.068 -0.980869307
-2.093.054.658 -0.384541127 1.008.998.107 -1.012.121.702 -0.994197635

Activation function

Layer 3
Bi as W ei g ht

-7.833.160.393 5.907.711.502 2.136.986.052 -2.171.160.068

Mapminmax
Xo f f set Gai n Ymi n

-0.014950054 2.314.055.352 -1

Mapstd
Xo f f set Gai n Ymean

-0.57571492 4.899.492.932 0
Output

Table 3: Neural network parameters for MATLAB implementation [22]
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Figure 13: Heat generation response of ANN model

When observing Figure 13 with the generated heat, there can be recognized that heat produc-
tion increases more at reduced temperatures in comparison to elevated temperatures. The dif-
ference in heat production can be related to the decreased operating temperatures of the battery.
Because of the decreased battery temperature; the chemical reaction rate is been reduced and
the internal battery resistance is increased, which are verifiable by [18, 20, 21]. Because of the
battery resistance increase, the heat generation by the battery is been increased at reduced tem-
peratures.

Looking at Figure 14, the zoomed-in graph of the heat generation by the battery at reduced
currents can be observed. There can be observed that the model predicts a negative heat gen-
eration, which means that the battery cell is being cooled. Because of the made assumption in
[22], there is considered that only the exothermic reactions are taking place inside the battery.
The exothermic reaction of the battery cannot induce endothermic reactions or self-cooling from
the battery. Since the heat rate from the ANNmodel becomes negative, a maximum function is
been used to solve the problem. The maximum function defines the maximum value of gener-
ated heat power between the ANN model and zero (Pheat = max(0,Pheat )).
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Figure 14: Zoomed-in heat generation response of ANN model
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2.4 Modeling from thermodynamic system of thermal battery

To incorporate the ANN heat-generating model into the complete battery system, a thermody-
namic system is been defined for the battery cell. This thermal system calculates the battery cell
temperature on the next discrete time interval. To calculate the temperature of the battery cell at
the next discrete time step, the equations of Equation (16) are been used. In the first equation,
the basic thermal balance equation can be observed. The equation shows the temperature dif-
ferential (ṪCel l), the heat power (Pheat), and the heat transfer to the ambient air (Q̇tr ans f er ). The
second equation shows that the heat transfer to the ambient air contains a function of the tem-
perature difference between ambient and cell temperature, battery cell contact area (ACel l [m2]),
and heat transfer coefficient (h[W /(m2 ·K )]). In the third equation, the used discrete thermal
equation can be obtained. There can be observed that the notation of the discrete thermal equa-
tion is different compared to the first two equations. The heat power is changed to heat rate
(Ṫheat), which is done by dividing the heat power (Pheat) with the heat capacity (Cp [J/K ]) of
the cell. The heat transfer coefficient is changed to a characteristic time constant (r). The char-
acteristic time constant is been obtained by dividing the multiplication of the cell contact area
and heat transfer coefficient with the cell’s heat capacity. In the third equation, the discrete-time
step length (∆t) can also be observed.

Cp · ṪCel l = Pheat +Q̇tr ans f er

Cp · dTCel l

d t
= Pheat (t )+h · ACel l · [Tamb(t )−TCel l (t )]

TCel l (t +∆t ) = TCel l (t )+{
Ṫheat (t )+ r · [Tamb(t )−TCel l (t )]

} ·∆t

(16)

Figure 15: Thermodynamic system of battery
Figure 16: Battery cooling element of BTMS from
Audi e-tron [25]

When a Battery Thermal Management System (BTMS) is been utilized for the battery, the bat-
tery can controllably be heated and cooled. The heating and cooling dynamics of the battery
are been obtained by changing the heat transfer to the ambient air of Equation (16) to a heat
transfer. The heat transfer varies with the actions of the BTMS. The heat transfer of the BTMS
is negative when the battery is cooled. When the battery is been heated, the heat transfer of the
BTMS becomes positive. Multiple options are possible to establish a BTMS system for a battery,
several methods are been shown in [13]. Looking at current electric cars, a liquid cooling sys-
tem for the BTMS can be observed in the Audi e-tron. The radiator element from the BTMS is
attached underneath the batteries of the Audi e-tron and can be seen in Figure 16.
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2.5 Modeling of State-Of-Charge from thermal battery

To determine the “State-Of-Charge” level during simulation of the hybrid batterymodel, an SoC
system is incorporated into the battery model. Conventionally, the battery observes a Coulom-
bic efficiency (ηCoul) when charging. Coulombic efficiency is modeled by the irreversible, par-
asitic reactions in the battery. The irreversible losses of the battery are related to overpotentials
and the reversible losses are related to variation of the equilibrium potentials with the temper-
ature. However, within [22], the battery receives Coulombic efficiencies during charging and
discharging. The “State-Of-Charge” level is calculated with Equation (17), which includes the
Coulombic efficiency for discharging and charging. In Equation (18) and Equation (19), the cal-
culation of the Coulombic efficiencies for charging and discharging can be obtained. To calculate
the Coulombic efficiencies, internal parameters are been applied which are been described in
Table 4.When observing both Coulombic efficiency calculations with the used internal parame-
ters, two aspects can be noticed of the Coulombic efficiency. The first observed aspect is that the
Coulombic discharge efficiency only varies by the battery current. The second observed aspect is
that the Coulombic efficiency during charging only changes with the battery cell temperature.
In Figure 17, the Coulombic efficiency for charging and discharging can be seen for different
battery cell temperatures.

SOC(t+∆t) =SOC(t)− ∆t

Cmax ·3600
· I(t) ·ηCoul (I (t ),TCell(t ))

ηCoul (I (t ),TCell(t )) =
{

1/ηCoul,D
(
I (t ),TCell(t )

)
, I (t ) ≥ 0

ηCoul,C
(
I (t ),TCell(t )

)
, I (t ) < 0

(17)

Name aC bC aD bD

Value 0A−1 0.001678467K −1 0.001121521A−1 0 K −1

Table 4: Internal parameters for Coulombic efficiency calculation

ηCoul,C
(
I (t ),TCell (t )

)= 1+aC · I (t )−bC · [70◦C −TCell (t )
]

= 1+0 · I (t )−0.001678467 · [70◦C −TCell (t )
]

= 1−0.001678467 · [70◦C −TCell (t )
] (18)

ηCoul,D
(
I (t ),TCell (t )

)= 1−aD · I (t )−bD · [70◦C −TCell (t )
]

= 1−0.001121521 · I (t )−0 · [70◦C −TCell (t )
]

= 1−0.001121521 · I (t )

(19)
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Figure 17: Coulombic efficiency according to Equation (18) and Equation (19)
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3 Analysis of thermal battery

In this chapter, the analyzing method of the thermal battery is been treated. To analyze the thermal battery model, the
analysis of the thermal battery is been divided. The analysis of the thermal battery is been divided into the battery’s
implementation into the electric drivetrain simulator and the method of battery analysis. Within the method of bat-
tery analysis, the power usage and heat generation throughout a confirmed drive-cycle andmaximal driving range is
been obtained and evaluated. The confirmed drive-cycle and maximal driving range are been driven at various bat-
tery temperatures. Furthermore, the used test vehicle to simulate the electric drivetrain is been treated and explained.

To gather operation data of the battery, the battery is been operated during battery measure-
ments. The operation of the battery during testing is been accomplished by implementing the
battery into a modeled electric vehicle. During the conducted measurements, the battery is dy-
namically analyzed at various temperatures. With the dynamic analysis of the battery, various
kinematic and dynamic operations of the electric vehicle are been incorporated into the analyzes
of the battery. To obtain the various kinematic and dynamic operations of the electric vehicle,
the modeled vehicle drives simulated drive-cycles. By adding various operating temperatures
of the battery to the simulation, the battery can be analyzed, and the optimal operating temper-
ature can be examined.

3.1 Description of the test vehicle

To validate the modeled thermal battery, the battery is been implemented into a simulated elec-
tric vehicle that can drive a confirmed drive-cycle. The used test-vehicle for implementation of
the modeled battery is the ‘Tesla Model S 75D’. The ‘Tesla Model S 75D’ QSS model is based
on the improved QSS Toolbox of [1]. The improved QSS Toolbox of [1] combines the original
QSS Toolbox of [10], which is been explained in [23], with data of Tesla drivetrain components.
In Figure 18, the original simulation model of the ‘Tesla Model S 75D’ can be observed with
the 18650 lithium-ion battery cells used by Tesla. After implementing the thermal influenced
battery into the QSS Toolbox, the thermal influenced QSS battery model was implemented into
the Tesla simulation vehicle model of [1]. In Figure 19, the Tesla simulation vehicle model with
the thermal influenced QSS battery model can be observed.

Figure 18: Original simulation model of Tesla Model S 75D [1]
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Figure 19: Simulation model of Tesla Model S 75D with thermal battery

To simulate the drivetrain model from Tesla with the thermal battery, the parameters of the
drivetrain components are been required. In Table 5, the used parameters from the drivetrain
components of the vehicle can be obtained. The Tesla model is been simulated with 21-inch
wheels and maximum allowed vehicle weight. To obtain the parameters of the modeled ther-
mal battery, the battery specifications from the Chevrolet Volt are been obtained. The battery
specifications were found in the battery test report of [26]. The battery test report [26] shows
that the rated pack capacity of the Chevrolet Volt is equal to 45.0Ah. The Chevrolet Volt battery
pack contains 192 battery cells, paired in parallel and connected in series. Since the battery ca-
pacity linearly increases with the number of parallel-connected batteries. The rated capacity of
a battery cell used in the Chevrolet Volt is similar to 22.5Ah.
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QSS Component Parameter Units Value
Driving cycle Step size [s] 1
Vehicle Total vehicle mass [kg] 2600
Twin drive axle Front rotating mass fraction [%] 0.3846

Rear rotating mass fraction [%] 0.4038
Front axle mass fraction [%] 45
Vehicle cross section [m2] 2.43
Drag coefficient [−] 0.23
Rolling friction coefficient [−] 0.008
Front wheel diameter [m] 0.7049
Rear wheel diameter [m] 0.7189

Front transmission Gear ratio [−] 9.34
Efficiency [%] 97
Idling losses (friction) [W] 2
Minimumwheel speed beyondwhich losses are
generated

[r ad/s] 5

Rear transmission Gear ratio [−] 9.34
Efficiency [%] 97
Idling losses (friction) [W ] 2
Minimumwheel speed beyondwhich losses are
generated

[r ad/s] 5

Front electric motor Motor inertia [kg ·m2] 0.08
Power required by auxiliaries [W ] 5

Rear electric motor Motor inertia [kg ·m2] 0.08
Power required by auxiliaries [W ] 5

Regenerative system Regenerative coefficient front [%] 95
Regenerative coefficient rear [%] 90

Thermal battery Energy capacity of battery cell [Ah] 22.5
Nominal voltage of battery cell [V ] 3.7
Number of serial connected battery blocks [−] 84
Number of parallel connected battery cells [−] 74

Table 5: Tesla Model S 75D parameters for QSS simulation [1]
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3.2 Implementation of thermal battery into the drivetrain

To implement the modeled battery into the test vehicle, the hybrid battery model of Figure 3
was incorporated into the improved QSS Toolbox. To incorporate the hybrid battery model into
the QSS Toolbox; the “Voltage”, “SoC update”, and “ANNHeating” models were implemented
into the thermal battery model of Figure 20. Because of thermal simulation failures, the “Ther-
mal update” model was been unimplemented. By leaving out the “Thermal update” model, the
simulation of the model is possible at constant operating temperature. With the ’Discrete Time
Integrator’ added to the produced heat power calculation of the ’ANNHeating’ model, the pro-
duced battery heating energy could be obtained. By using the ‘Consumption’ sub-model of the
thermal battery model, the nominal used battery energy could be calculated with the nominal
voltage of the battery.

To operate the hybrid battery model, the battery discharge current is needed for the “Voltage”,
“SoC update”, and “ANN Heating” sub-models. However, the QSS Toolbox is based on power
transfers between the simulated drivetrain components. To resolve the issue, a conversionmodel
has been created. The conversion model transfers the battery’s discharge power to a discharge
current for the hybrid battery sub-models. The conversion model is made with the incorpora-
tion of the “Voltage” model. By calculating the voltages at different operation levels with the
equations of the “Voltage” model, various powers of the battery could be determined. By re-
shaping the data of the different operation levels and obtained battery powers, the conversion
model could be created as an ‘n-D Lockup Table’.

Figure 20: Battery simulation model in improved QSS Toolbox
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3.3 Explanation of thermal battery test

To test the battery, the simulated test vehicle has driven the confirmed drive-cycles multiple
times at various operating temperatures. The confirmed drive-cycles used for simulation are
the same drive-cycles used by car manufacturers and vehicle authority for emission and fuel
consumption tests: the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) and theWorldwide Harmonized
Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP).

The conducted measurements with the vehicle model can be divided into two measurements.
The first measurement was to generate the energy consumption and heat production maps for
each drive-cycle with the obtained data of the simulations. During each simulation, the drive-
cycles were conducted at various operating temperatures and starting at different SoC-levels.
During each simulation, the data of energy use and battery heating energy were obtained. The
second measurement was conducted to study the driving range of the vehicle at various op-
erating temperatures. During the research of the driving range, both driving-cycles were been
used. During the driving range measurement, the driving-cycles were repeatedly conducted at
the various operating temperatures and started with the previous ending SoC-level. The driv-
ing range of the vehicle is been obtained between the SoC-levels of 20% and 80%. Energy usage
and battery heating data were gathered during the measurements over the drivable range of
the vehicle at various operating temperatures.

Figure 21: Velocity curve of NEDC drive-cycle Figure 22: Velocity curve of WLTP drive-cycle

3.4 Evaluation of thermal battery test

After the measurements were all been conducted, the results could be evaluated. Initially, the
maps of energy consumption and heat production of both drive-cycles are been evaluated. Sec-
ondly, the driving ranges at various operating temperatures for both drive-cycles are been ana-
lyzed.

3.4.1 Evaluation of drive-cycle measurements

During the first measurement, the energy usage and battery heating maps were been gener-
ated with the obtained data of both drive-cycle simulations. Because of the increased velocity
fluctuations and duration of the WLTP drive-cycle, the used and heat produced energies from
the battery are been increased. In the following sub-chapters, both maps of each drive-cycle are
been shown and explained.
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3.4.1.1 Evaluation of WLTP cycle measurement

When the vehicle simulation is been conducted with the WLTP drive-cycle at multiple oper-
ating temperatures and started at different SoC-levels, the data were been obtained. With the
obtained data of the simulation, the energy and heat maps could be generated for the WLTP
drive-cycle. The generated energy and heat maps of the WLTP drive-cycle can be seen in Figure
23, Figure 24, Figure 25, and Figure 26. When looking at Figure 23 and Figure 25, the 2D maps
of the used and produced heat energies can be observed. In addition, both 2D maps of Figure
23 and Figure 25 can be seen in 3D in Figure 24 and Figure 26.

In both energymaps of Figure 23 and Figure 24 from theWLTP cycle, an increase in energy usage
can be observed between −10◦C and 15◦C . At intense operating temperatures (TBT > 30◦C), the
battery energy usage was negative and the battery was being charged. Because of the charging
behavior of the vehicle’s battery throughout the drive-cycle at elevated temperatures, resulting
in infeasible battery consumption data. The infeasible data of battery consumption at excessive
operating temperatures are irrelevant for further research and the higher battery temperatures
are therefore ignored. Atmedium operating temperatures (15◦C < TBT <±23◦C), battery energy
usage can be observed between 0kW h and ±50kW h throughout the WLTP drive-cycle.

Figure 23: Energy consumption map of WLTP cycle
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Figure 24: Energy consumption 3D map of WLTP cycle
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In both heatingmaps of theWLTP cycle in Figure 25 and Figure 26, a battery heating increase can
be observed between −10◦C and 15◦C . The increase of produced heat by the battery can be re-
lated to the increase of battery usage, which is previously shown in the energy maps. At intense
operating temperatures (TBT > 30◦C), the battery heating becomes lower and is almost cooling
the battery. The low battery heating behavior can be related to the negative and infeasible data
of the energy map at the excessive operating temperatures. The data of the heating map at the
excessive operating temperatures is infeasible and irrelevant for further battery research and
therefore ignored. The heat data is as well been ignored due to the infeasible power usage of the
battery at excessive temperatures. At medium operating temperatures (15◦C < TBT <±23◦C), an
average battery energy usage can be observed between 0kW h and ±4800kW h throughout the
WLTP drive-cycle.

Figure 25: Produced heat map of WLTP cycle

Figure 26: Produced heat 3D map of WLTP cycle
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3.4.1.2 Evaluation of NEDC cycle measurement

When the vehicle is been simulated with the NEDC drive-cycle at multiple operating tempera-
tures and starting with different SoC-levels, the data was been obtained.With the obtained data
of the simulation, the energy and heat maps could be generated for the NEDC drive-cycle. The
generated energy and heat maps of the NEDC drive-cycle are been shown in Figure 27, Figure
28, Figure 29, and Figure 30. When looking at Figure 27 and Figure 29, the 2Dmaps of used and
heat produced energies can be observed. Additionally, both 2D maps of Figure 27 and Figure
29 can be observed in 3D in Figure 28 and Figure 30.

Both energy maps from the NEDC cycle of Figure 27 and Figure 28 show a comparable en-
ergy map to the WLTP cycle. At both energy maps of the NEDC cycle, an increased battery
energy usage can be observed between −10◦C and 15◦C . At intense operating temperatures
(TBT > 30◦C), the battery energy usage becomes negative and the battery is being charged.
The battery charging at elevated temperatures throughout the drive-cycle resulted in infeasible
consumption data. The infeasible data of battery consumption at excessive operating tempera-
tures are irrelevant for further research and therefore ignored. At medium operating tempera-
tures (15◦C < TBT <±23◦C), battery energy usage can be observed between 0kW h and ±16kW h
throughout the NEDC drive-cycle.

Figure 27: Energy consumption map of NEDC cycle
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Figure 28: Energy consumption 3D map of NEDC cycle
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With the obtained data of the conducted vehicle simulations, the heat maps throughout the
NEDC cycle can be generated. The obtained heat maps of the NEDC cycle can be observed in
Figure 29 and Figure 30. In both heating maps, increased battery heating can be observed be-
tween −10◦C and 15◦C . At intense operating temperatures (TBT > 30◦C), the battery heating
becomes lower and is almost cooling the battery pack. The data of the produced heat at the
intense operating temperatures are infeasible and irrelevant for further research and therefore
ignored. However; the heat data is as well been ignored at intense temperatures, because of in-
feasible power usage by the battery. At medium operating temperature (15◦C < TBT < ±23◦C),
an average battery energy usage can be observed between 0kW h and ±2100kW h throughout
the NEDC drive-cycle.

When comparing the produced heat between both drive-cycles, a reduction of produced heat
can be observed within the NEDC cycle. The decreased heat production throughout the NEDC
cycle is related to the difference in driving time and velocity fluctuations between both drive-
cycles. However, almost similar field distribution of produced heat can be observed in the heat
maps of the WLTP and NEDC drive-cycle.

Figure 29: Produced heat map of NEDC cycle
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Figure 30: Produced heat 3D map of NEDC cycle
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3.4.2 Evaluation of driving range measurements

During the second measurement, both theWLTP and NEDC drive-cycles were been used to ex-
amine the maximum driving range of the vehicle at various operating temperatures. To gain the
maximum driving range of the vehicle, the simulated drive-cycle was repeatedly simulated. Be-
cause of unfeasible data in the previously shown energy consumptionmaps of both drive-cycles,
the battery’s energy consumption is been analyzed after each simulation. When the consumed
energy is reliable during the drive-cycle simulation, the gathering of data for the maximum
driving range of the vehicle has gone further. When the energy consumption throughout the
drive-cycle simulation was negative and the battery is being charged, the gathering of data was
been stopped and abandoned.

The defined approach, used to determine the vehicle’s maximum drivable range, is been ap-
plied between the SoC-levels of 20% and 80%. For both drive-cycles, a thermal operating range
of the battery could be obtained between −10◦C and 22.5◦C with the defined approach. To de-
termine the optimal thermal operating range of the battery, several relevant characteristics of
the battery operation are been considered and investigated. The considered characteristics of
the battery operation represent the maximum drivable range, the energy consumption, and
produced heat during driving of the maximum range. To determine the optimal operating tem-
perature and optimal temperature range, a number of objectives are been defined:

• Broadest possible driving range

• Lowest possible average energy consumption

• Lowest possible heat production

The reason for defining objectives to analyze the optimum battery temperature range is to inte-
grate the issues of energy consumption andbattery heating.Depending on energy consumption,
the average energy consumption and the drivable range are been related to each other. With a
lower average energy consumption, the vehicle can drive an increased distance. According to
the battery’s heat production, the objective of the lowest produced heat is to keep the possibly
necessary Battery Thermal Management System small. Using a small Battery Thermal Manage-
ment System results in less additional weight to the vehicle. If the battery would produce more
heat, a larger Battery Thermal Management System would be needed. A larger BTMS would
result in an increased added weight to the vehicle, which would result in higher average energy
consumption and a decrease in driving range.
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3.4.2.1 Evaluation of WLTP range measurement

After all maximum drivable range simulations were been conducted at various operating tem-
peratures with the WLTP drive-cycle, the maximum range of the vehicle could be evaluated. To
evaluate the vehicle’s maximum drivable range, the graphs of driving range, energy consump-
tion, and heat production are being observed. The graph of the vehicle’s driving ranges per
operating temperature can be seen in Figure 31. In Figure 31, the influence of the energy con-
sumption map from theWLTP cycle, shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24, can clearly be observed.
From the vehicle’s driving graph can be noticed, that the highest obtained driving range can
be seen at the operating temperature of 22.5◦C (232.6km). The operating temperature of 22.5◦C
is at the edge of the feasible area of the energy map of Figure 24 from the WLTP cycle. When
looking at the driving range graph of Figure 31, a peak in the drivable range can be observed at
5◦C . This drivable range peak is due to lower energy consumptions at 5◦C in comparison to the
consumptions at −5◦C and 10◦C .

Figure 31: Driving range of WLTP driving-range per operating temperature
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The graph of energy consumption throughout the maximum drivable range with the WLTP
cycle per operating temperature can be seen in Figure 32. Looking at Figure 32, the energy con-
sumption can be observed from the operating temperature (22.5◦C) with the broadest driving
range. In Figure 32, there can be observed that temperature 22.5◦C has the highest energy con-
sumption (155.2kW h) of all operating temperatures. By incorporating Figure 31 with the driv-
able distance per operating temperature, the average energy consumption can be obtained per
100km. The graph of the average energy consumption per 100km is been shown in Figure 33.
When observing the average energy consumption per 100km, there can be recognized that the
operating temperature of 22.5◦C allows the lowest average consumption (66.8kW h/100km). In
Figure 33, the influence of the energy map of Figure 23 and Figure 24 can additionally be no-
ticed at the operating temperature of 5◦C . Because of lower energy consumption around 5◦C
in the energy map from Figure 24, the average energy consumption is correspondingly lower
compared to surrounding temperatures.

Figure 32: Energy consumption of WLTP driving-range per operating temperature

Figure 33: Average energy consumption per 100 km of WLTP driving-range per operating temperature
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The graph of produced heat energy throughout the maximum drivable range per operating
temperature with the WLTP cycle can be observed in Figure 34. In Figure 34, there can be ob-
served that operating temperature−7.5◦C results in the highest produced heat energy inside the
battery (QBT ). According to Figure 34, operating temperature 22.5◦C results in the lowest pro-
duced heat energy inside the battery throughout all driving range examinations (14112.9kW h).
To observe the relationship between produced heat and drivable distance, the average produced
heat per 100km was obtained with the driving distance of Figure 31. The graph of the average
produced heat per 100km can be seen in Figure 35. In Figure 35, there can be observed that the
operating temperature of 22.5◦C has the lowest average produced heat throughout the driving
range analyses (6068.8kW h/100km). When looking once more in Figure 35, the influence of the
heat map from Figure 25 and Figure 26 can be observed around temperature 5◦C .

Figure 34: Heat produced during WLTP driving-range per operating temperature

Figure 35: Average heat produced per 100 km during WLTP driving-range per operating temperature
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Generally; two operating temperatures can be noticed, when there is looked at Figure 31, Figure
33, and Figure 35. These two operating temperatures are 5◦C and 22.5◦C . According to the de-
fined objectives for the optimal operating temperature of the battery, there is sought for broad
drivable distances, low battery usage, and low heat generation.When there is been looked at the
two operating battery temperatures and their operating characteristics, the values indicated in
Table 6 can be observed. Looking at Table 6 and the previous graphs, there can be concluded that
the optimum operating temperature of the battery is equal to 22.5◦C . At the optimum operating
temperature of 22.5◦C , the battery has the lowest average energy usage and heat generation, and
the broadest driving range during the WLTP cycle.

Temperature Driving range Used energy Produced heat
[◦C] [km] [kW h] [kW h/100km] [kW h] [kW h/100km]
5 98.7 150.2 152.2 18081.7 18323.5

22.5 232.6 155.2 66.8 14112.9 6068.8

Table 6: Results of WLTP analyses

When looking at Table 6, there can be observed that the temperature is at an elevated level of
the battery’s feasible temperature range. This is related to the chemical dynamics inside the bat-
tery, because of the increase of the chemical reaction rate at elevated temperatures. Because of
the elevated battery temperature, the internal resistances of the battery are been decreased. The
decrease of the battery’s internal resistances additionally results in a reduction of the produced
heat, when the battery is been operated. All these thermal phenomena of the battery operation
temperature can be verified by [18, 20, 21].

When looking additionally at the different obtained graphs of battery operation performance
per temperature, shown in Figure 31, Figure 33, and Figure 35. There can be observed that the
optimal thermal operating range is between 17.5◦C and 22.5◦C for theWLTP drive-cycle. Within
this thermal operating range, the maximum drivable range is significant with reduced average
energy usage and produced heat by the battery throughout the driving distance.
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3.4.2.2 Evaluation of NEDC range measurement

After the simulations are all been performed for determination of the maximum driving range
at various operating temperatures with the NEDC drive-cycle, the data is been evaluated. With
the obtained data of the simulations, the graphs of driving range, energy consumption, and heat
production can be observed. The graph of driving ranges per operating temperature can be seen
in Figure 36. When looking at Figure 36, the influence of the energy map from Figure 27 and
Figure 28 can clearly be observed. At the operating temperature of 22.5◦C (242.9km), the highest
obtainable drivable range can be observed. The operating temperature of 22.5◦C is located at
the edge of the feasible area of the energy map from Figure 27. When looking once more at the
driving range graph of Figure 36, a peak in the drivable range can be observed at 5◦C (104.8km).
This drivable range peak is related to lower energy consumptions at 5◦C compared to the con-
sumptions at the surrounding temperatures in Figure 27.

Figure 36: Driving range of NEDC driving-range per operating temperature
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The graph of energy consumption per operating temperature throughout the driving range
analyses of the NEDC drive-cycle can be seen in Figure 37. Looking at Figure 37, the energy
consumptions from the found operating temperature (22.5◦C) with the broadest driving range
can be observed. There can be observed in Figure 37 that temperature 22.5◦C has the highest
energy consumption throughout the drivable range (105.1kW h). By incorporating Figure 36
with the drivable distance per operating temperature, the average energy consumption can be
obtained per 100km. The graph with the average energy consumption per 100km can be seen in
Figure 38.When observing the average energy consumption per 100km, there can be recognized
that the operating temperature of 22.5◦C has the lowest average energy consumption (43.3kW h/
100km). Looking oncemore in Figure 38, the influence of the reduced energy consumption from
Figure 27 and Figure 28 can be observed around 5◦C .

Figure 37: Energy consumption of NEDC driving-range per operating temperature

Figure 38: Average energy consumption per 100 km of NEDC driving-range per operating temperature
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The graph of produced heat energy throughout the drivable range per operating temperature
from the NEDC cycle is shown in Figure 39. In Figure 39, the highest produced heat energy
inside the battery (QBT ) can be noticed at the operating temperature of −7.5◦C . According to
Figure 39, the lowest produced heat energy inside the battery throughout the driving range
examinations can be recognized at operating temperature 22.5◦C (11964.2kW h). To recognize the
relationship between produced heat and driving range, the average produced heat per 100km
was obtained with the driving distances of Figure 36. The graph of the average produced heat
per 100km is shown in Figure 40. In Figure 40, the lowest average produced heat (4925.8kW h/
100km) throughout the analyses of the driving range can be observed at 22.5◦C . When looking
once more in Figure 40, the influence from the heat map of the NEDC cycle at temperature 5◦C
can be observed.

Figure 39: Heat produced during NEDC driving-range per operating temperature

Figure 40: Average heat produced per 100 km during NEDC driving-range per operating temperature
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According to the defined objectives of the battery research for the optimal operating tempera-
ture, there is sought for a broad drivable distance, low energy consumption, and reduced heat
generation. Generally; two relevant operating temperatures can be noticed, when there is looked
at Figure 36, Figure 38, and Figure 40. These two operating temperatures are 5◦C and 22.5◦C .
When there is looked at the two operating battery temperatures and their operating charac-
teristics, Table 7 can be observed. Looking at Table 7 and the previous graphs, there can be
concluded that the optimum operating temperature of the battery is equal to 22.5◦C . At the op-
timum operating temperature of 22.5◦C , the battery has the lowest average energy usage and
heat generation, and the broadest driving range during the NEDC cycle.

Temperature Driving range Used energy Produced heat
[◦C] [km] [kW h] [kW h/100km] [kW h] [kW h/100km]
5 104.8 104.3 99.5 16127.2 15385.7

22.5 242.9 105.1 43.3 11964.2 4925.8

Table 7: Results of NEDC analyses

When looking at Table 7 and graphs of NEDC range analyses, there can be observed that the op-
timal temperature is at elevated temperatures. This is related to the chemical dynamics inside
the battery, which is already been shown and verifiable with [18, 20, 21]. Looking addition-
ally at the different obtained graphs of battery operation performance per temperature, shown
in Figure 36, Figure 38, and Figure 40. There can be noticed as well that the optimal thermal
operating range is between 17.5◦C and 22.5◦C for the NEDC drive-cycle. Within this thermal
operating range, the maximum drivable range is broad with reduced average energy usage and
heat generation by the battery.
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3.4.2.3 Validation of driving range measurements

To validate the results of theWLTP and NEDCmeasurements, the webpage of the EV DataBase
[27] is been observed. Most concepts and currently produced electric vehicles are been shown
on the webpage of EV DataBase [27]. The vehicle specification and operation values can be ob-
served per electric vehicle at EV DataBase [27]. The vehicle specification and operation values
from several electric vehicles are been shown in Table 8. When looking at Table 8, the operation
values from electric vehicles duringwinter and summer can be noticed. There can be recognized
that the operation of an electric vehicle during the summer results in a broader driving range
and lower energy consumption.

When looking further on the webpage of the EV DataBase [27], the used mathematical pro-
gram can be obtained. The mathematical program is based on the EVDB Real Range model of
the EV DataBase [27], which is been used to generate the operation values. According to EV
DataBase [27], the EVDB Real Range model is frequently updated with data of practice tests.
The EVDB Real Range model operates with a broad number of parameters. The EVDB Real
Range model can predict the influences of weather conditions, driving speed, and power con-
sumed by auxiliary equipment. The auxiliary equipment includes the usage of heating or air
conditioning. The EVDB Real Range model generates seven results, which includes the general
driving range (the “index radius”) and six practical values. The six practical values include the
driving range at moderate or reduced temperature and at high, low, or combined speeds. The
moderate temperature is represented by a summer temperature of 23◦C , whereby the air condi-
tioning in the cabin of the vehicle is been shut down. The reduced temperature is represented
by a winter temperature of −10◦C at which the heat in the cabin of the vehicle is been activated.
The speed ranges are been divided into low for driving through the city and high for driving on
the highway. Both speed ranges are been calculated at the moderate and reduced temperatures.
The combined driving represents the combination of the low and high driving speed, which are
been calculated at moderate and reduced temperatures. With the basis of the Real Range data,
the actual energy consumption of the electric vehicle can be determined. When calculating the
electrical consumption, the practical range and the actual usable battery capacity are been used.
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Vehicle Winter Summer
Brand Model Version Usable Practical Practical Practical Practical

Battery Range Energy Range Energy
Capacity Consumption Consumption
[kW h] [km] [kW h/100km] [km] [kW h/100km]

Audi E-Tron 50 Quattro 64,7 240 27 320 20,2
Audi E-Tron 55 Quattro 86,5 315 27,5 410 21,1
Audi E-Tron S 55 86,5 305 28,4 400 21,6

Quattro
Tesla Model 3 Standard 47,5 255 18,6 360 13,2

Range Plus
Tesla Model 3 Long Range 72,5 365 19,9 500 14,5

Performance
Tesla Model 3 Long Range 72,5 375 19,3 520 13,9

Dual Motor
Tesla Model S Long Range 95 435 21,8 590 16,1
Tesla Model S Performance 95 425 22,4 575 16,5
Tesla Model X Long Range 95 385 24,7 510 18,6
Tesla Model X Performance 95 375 25,3 500 19

Table 8: Specification parameters and operation values throughout a combined driving cycle of city and
highway during summer and winter according to [27]

To calculate the operation values of the EV DataBase [27], the ambient temperature difference
between winter and summer are been used to incorporate the thermal aspect. Within the calcu-
lation of the winter operation values from the electric vehicle, the heat in the cabin of the vehicle
is been activated. However; to calculate the WLTP and NEDC measurements of the simulated
test vehicle, the battery is been operated with the temperature of the measurement. Because of
the different measurement methods and incorporation of the cabin heating, the simulated test
vehicle cannot be validated with the EVDB Real Range model.

In Table 9, the operation values of the determined drivable range with the NEDC and WLTP
drive-cycles can be seen. There can be observed that the higher operating temperature of the
battery results in an increased driving distance and decreased energy consumption. However;
when comparing the distances and energy consumptions, broader driving distances and the
lower energy consumptions can be observed within the EV DataBase [27]. This can be related
to the ‘n-DLockup Table’ for the operating voltage of the thermal hybrid batterymodel, which is
shown in Chapter 3.2. The operating voltage ‘n-D Lockup Table’ incorporates the hybrid battery
model within the QSS Toolbox based drivetrain model. Because of the use and limitations of the
"n-D lock table", the number of battery cells is larger, resulting in increased battery capacity.

Drive Temperature Driving Used Average Produced Average
cycle range energy used heat produced

energy heat
[◦C] [km] [kW h] [kW h/100km] [kW h] [kW h/100km]

WLTP 5 98.7 150.2 152.2 18081.7 18323.5
WLTP 22.5 232.6 155.2 66.8 14112.9 6068.8
NEDC 5 104.8 104.3 99.5 16127.2 15385.7
NEDC 22.5 242.9 105.1 43.3 11964.2 4925.8

Table 9: Results of WLTP and NEDC analyses
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4 Results

In this chapter, the results of the previously defined sub-questions from this battery study are been handled per indi-
vidual sub-question. First, the losses in power from the battery are been described and evaluated. Second, the thermal
characteristics of the battery are been treated. Finally, the relation between the thermal and efficiency behavior of the
battery is been handled.

To answer the main research question of this battery operating study, the results are been pro-
vided for the various sub-questions. The previously defined sub-questions for this battery op-
eration research are:

• What is causing the losses in batteries of the electric drivetrain?

• What is the thermal dynamics in batteries of the electric drivetrain?

• Is there a relationship between operating temperature and efficiency inside batteries?

4.1 Losses in battery

To answer the first sub-question of the battery study, there is been looked at Guzzella’s book
[10] and Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 of this report. There can be noted that several aspects are
causing losses in the battery. The main battery losses are been caused by different resistances
and capacitances by the battery and the battery’s electrolyte.

The resistances of the battery are been put together into the “internal resistance”, which in-
volves several phenomena. The phenomena of the “internal resistance” primarily consist of a
combination of three contributions, which include ohmic, charge-transfer, and diffusion resis-
tance. All the resistances in the “internal resistance” are related to the temperature of the battery
and electrolyte, which are verifiable with [18, 19, 20, 21]. The capacitances of the battery are due
to the capacitive effects of charge accumulation and separation, which occurs between the elec-
trodes and electrolyte interfaces.

When viewing [22]; it is noticeable that the effective resistance not only depends on battery
temperature but also State-of-Charge and operating current. The dependency of the effective
resistance at the battery’s voltage modeling can be seen in Chapter 2.1. When the battery’s tem-
perature changes, the behavior of the electrolyte inside the battery changes as well. When the
battery temperature decreases, the behavior and dynamics of the electrolyte additionally de-
creases. The decrease of electrolyte behavior and dynamics is related to the increase of chemical
reaction time from the electrolyte at reduced temperatures.With the increase of the electrolyte’s
chemical reaction time, the resistances of the electrolyte is as well been increased. The increase
of resistance inside the battery can also be observed in Figure 8 and Figure 9 of chapter 2.1. The
behaviors of the battery resistances are verifiable with [18, 20, 21].

When looking at the influence of the capacitances from the battery, the Coulombic efficiency
behavior can be observed, which is shown in Chapter 2.5. In Figure 17, there can be observed
that when the battery is been charged, the Coulombic efficiency corresponds to the battery’s
temperature. During the discharge of the battery, the Coulombic efficiency linearly corresponds
with the battery’s operating current. The influence of temperature and operating current on the
battery’s Coulombic efficiency changes the battery’s performance and operation.
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4.2 Thermal dynamics in battery

To answer the second sub-question of the battery study, there is again been looked at Guzzella’s
book [10] and Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. When looking at Chapter 2.4, there can be observed
that the battery’s thermal behavior represents a thermodynamic system. The battery’s thermo-
dynamic system includes a thermal mass with the heat capacity of the battery, a thermal heat
inflow, and a thermal heat outflow. In general, the thermal heat inflow is caused by battery op-
eration and the thermal heat outflow is been generated by heat transfer to the surrounding.

To improve the determination of the thermal battery behavior, the cause of the battery’s heat
generation is been obtained. The primary cause of battery heating represented by the resis-
tive heat generation of the “internal resistance” inside the battery. The resistive heat generation
power is equal to the “internal resistance” multiplied with the square of the battery’s operat-
ing current. Another source of heat generation is the parasitic reactions modeled by Coulombic
efficiency. When electrochemical models are been utilized, the generated heat flow can be accu-
rately evaluated. Accurate evaluation of the battery includes irreversible losses, due to overpo-
tentials, and reversible losses, due to the variation of the equilibriumpotentials with the temper-
ature. Whereby the latter contribution can be positive (exothermic) or negative (endothermic),
which depends on the SoC-level.

When looking at Chapter 2.3, the heat generation modeling of the battery can be observed with
the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) system. In the modeling of heat development from the
battery, the ANN system works with the state of charge, current, and temperature of the bat-
tery.When looking at the different graphswithin Chapter 2.3, there can be beheld that the ANN
system calculates an increased heat generation at reduced temperatures. This can be evaluated
with the previously cited increase of battery resistance in Chapter 2.1, which is verifiable with
[18, 20, 21].

The thermal outflow power can be done by conduction through the battery case and convective
heat transfer to the surrounding cooling air. Another method to obtain the thermal outflow is to
incorporate a coolant, which flows through tubes inside the battery. The cooling method with
coolant can operate with higher heat transfer rates. The method with coolant can additionally
be utilized to heat the battery until the optimal operating temperature is been achieved when
operated at reduced ambient temperatures. When the battery will be cooled and heated with
coolant, a Battery Thermal Management System (BTMS) is been required. The BTMS system
controls the cooling and heating operations of the battery. Several possible methods for BTMS
systems for batteries are been shown in [13].

4.3 Relationship between operating temperature and efficiency

To answer the third sub-question of the battery study, there is oncemore been looked atGuzzella’s
book [10] and Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.When looking at Guzzella’s book [10], the “global” and
“local efficiency” calculations could be observed. The “global efficiency” is based on the energy
ratio between discharge and charge of the battery over constant-current discharge time. The
“local efficiency” is based on the power ratio between discharge and charge of the battery. With
the use of the modeled battery voltage from [22], the “local efficiency” maps can be generated
for various temperatures. The obtained “local efficiency” maps can be observed in Figure 11 of
Chapter 2.2

When looking at the “local efficiency” maps of Figure 11, there can be observed that the ef-
ficiency changes over the operating temperature. Looking at the efficiency maps of various op-
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erating temperatures, there can be recognized that the efficiency improves until 30◦C . When
the operating temperature of the battery becomes larger than 30◦C , the efficiency maps show
an efficiency larger than 100%. A battery efficiency larger than 100% is unfeasible and therefore
ignored.

To gather the “local efficiency” maps, the modeled battery voltage of the hybrid battery model
was been used to calculate the efficiencies. However; when the battery is been used inside an
electric vehicle, the “Coulombic efficiency” is been observed during charge and discharge. To
analyze the battery with “Coulombic efficiency”, the hybrid battery model was implemented
in a vehicle with an electric drivetrain, as shown in Chapter 3. By implementation of the hybrid
battery model in the electric drivetrain, the consumption maps were obtained from different
drive-cycles at various SoC-levels and operating temperatures. For the analyses of energy con-
sumption from the battery throughout a drive-cycle, the confirmed drive-cycles of WLTP and
NEDC were been simulated. When both drive-cycles were simulated at various SoC-levels and
operating temperatures, the energy consumption maps of each drive-cycle were obtained. The
energy consumption maps of both drive-cycles can be seen in Chapter 3.4.1 in Figure 23, Figure
24, Figure 27, and Figure 28. In the consumption maps of both drive-cycles, the negative energy
consumption can be observed when the battery temperature is larger than 30◦C . The negative
energy consumption is caused by charging the battery throughout the drive-cycle, which is un-
feasible.

Looking at the obtained data of the hybrid battery model and the electric drivetrain measure-
ments, a relationship between temperature and efficiency can be noticed. The obtained battery
data shows an efficiency increase until 30◦C and the efficiency decreases after 30◦C . The increas-
ing and decreasing behavior of battery efficiency shows that the temperature is significant for
battery operation. Additionally, the maximum drivable range of the electric vehicle can be dis-
tinguished in Chapter 3.4.2. When looking at the graphs shown in Chapter 3.4.2, an increase
in drivable range and a decrease in energy consumption can be noticed after 17.5◦C . The driv-
able range increase and energy consumption decrease is the consequence of overall efficiency
improvement after the operating temperature of 17.5◦C .
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5 Conclusion

In this chapter, the main research question is been treated and the conclusion of the research study is been provided.
The conclusion for the main question of this research study is been based on the obtained results of the previously
defined research sub-questions. By evaluating the results of the research sub-questions, the conclusion of the main
question from this research study is been determined.

The research aims to gain insight into the influence of the operating temperature from the bat-
tery, which includes the performance and heat generation of the battery. To gather the thermal
insight of the battery, the battery was thermally analyzed at various operating temperatures by
simulating a confirmed drive-cycle with an electric vehicle. To obtain better usage of the battery,
the optimum battery’s temperature range was sought, which resulted in the main question of
the study.

The main question of the research was:

Inside which particular operating temperature range needs the battery of an electric vehicle
to be, to deliver reliable performance, and to reduce the emitted heat?

To resolve the main question of the research, the following sub-questions were been developed:

• What is causing the losses in batteries of the electric drivetrain?

• What is the thermal dynamics in batteries of the electric drivetrain?

• Is there a relationship between operating temperature and efficiency inside batteries?

During the research, the battery’s power losswas been examinedwithin the drivetrain of electrically-
propelled vehicles. In the battery, power losses could be determinedwithin the field of electricity
and electrochemistry. Looking at the losses within the electric field of the battery, the losses are
originating from the effective or internal resistances of the battery. The internal resistances of
the battery are been represented by a combination of three contributions, which include ohmic,
charge-transfer, and diffusion resistance. The ohmic resistance is obtained by the sum of all
static resistances from the battery, which includes the relationship of the battery’s temperature.
The charge-transfer and diffusion resistances are related to reactions around the electrodes and
ion diffusion of the electrolyte, which vary by the electrolyte’s electrochemical properties. The
electrochemical properties of the electrolyte change over temperature, e.g. electrolyte reaction
speed decrease at reduced temperatures. At a reduced temperature of the electrolyte, the charge
transfer and diffusion resistances are been increased, causing greater energy losses.

Looking at the battery’s thermal dynamics, a thermodynamic system with a thermal mass, one
inflow and one outflow of heat energy can be observed. The heat generation of the battery is
primarily through the resistive heat generation by the internal resistances and operating cur-
rent. As the internal resistances of the battery increase with temperature, the battery must be
cooled and kept within a thermal range. Otherwise, the battery will overheat and be damaged
if the temperature rises. To prevent overheating of the battery, the battery is normally cooled by
transferring heat to the surrounding. However; because of the high power demands of the driv-
etrain from an electric vehicle, the normal cooling technique is not capable to cool the battery.
A Battery Thermal Management System (BTMS) is been required to control the battery tem-
perature. The BTMS can cool down the battery during operation and can maintain the battery’s
temperature within a certain temperature range with a higher cooling rate. The BTMS can as
well heat the battery at reduced ambient temperatures to a certain temperature range.
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Throughout the research, the optimal thermal operating range from the battery was been ex-
amined for electrically-propelled vehicles. To obtain knowledge of the optimal operating tem-
perature, driving range measurements were conducted. The driving range measurements were
simulated with the confirmed WLTP and NEDC driving cycles. During the driving range mea-
surements, both driving cycles were driven at various operating temperatures of the battery and
the battery’s temperature was kept constant. The results of the driving rangemeasurements can
be obtained in Chapter 3.4.2. Looking at the results of the driving range measurements, there
can be observed that the optimal operating temperature of the battery is equivalent to 22.5◦C .
At this optimal operating temperature of the battery, the vehicle achieves the broadest driving
range and requires the lowest heat dissipation energy. Because of the decreased heat dissipa-
tion energy, the BTMS requires a compact thermal cooling system for the battery, resulting in a
reduced added vehicle weight.

Looking at the results of the research sub-questions and the driving range measurements, the
main question of the research study can be resolved. The thermal relationship can be observed
between the operating temperature and efficiency of the battery. By combining the results of the
local efficiency and driving range measurements, a maximum efficiency range can be observed
within the optimal thermal operating range. The optimal thermal operating range of the battery
is been defined within the optimal operating temperature range between 17.5◦C and 22.5◦C .
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6 Discussion

In this chapter, the research and method of the battery’s thermal behavior study are been discussed. The discussion
is been divided into validity, expectation, interpretation, and additional research recommendation. To check the re-
search study on validity, the research has to be reproducible, and the same outcomes are obtainable. Furthermore,
there is examined whether the results of the study are in the line of the initial expectations and the results of the
study are interpreted. Finally, the recommended additional research is been provided in the elaboration of the re-
search study.

For the battery research study, there is been looked at [22] of the hybrid battery model. By
combining [22] with Guzzela’s book [10] and [18, 19, 20, 21], similar information, theories, and
calculations can be obtained and combined. Based on this, it can be stated that, if the study is
repeated, comparable results are obtainable, which results in a valid research study. However;
looking at the data shown on the webpage of EV DataBase [27], the operation values of the
vehicle measurements cannot be validated.

From the battery results, there can be recognized that the optimal temperature range is ac-
quired to be around room temperature for optimal battery operation. The optimal operation of
the battery at room temperature was expected, because of the behavior of the electrolyte. When
the electrolyte’s temperature decreases, the electrolyte’s resistances increase and the electro-
chemical reaction speed of the electrolyte decreases. Because of the linear relation between the
battery’s temperature and ohmic resistance, the battery’s ohmic resistance increases when the
temperature rises. Conventionally, there can be noted that the resistance and heat development
decreases with the temperature, which validates the thermal range within room temperature.

There is as well been looked at the incorporation of a BTMS into the thermal battery model
of Chapter 2.4. However; because of the complexity level of a BTMS from [13], the thermal bat-
tery model could not operate properly with a BTMS. The research was limited to the thermal
dynamics of the battery by the unincorporated BTMS temperatures.

Because of the unimplemented BTMS into the thermal batterymodel, the improvement of BTMS
incorporation is been suggested for follow-up research. With the incorporation of the BTMS in
the thermal battery model, the battery’s thermal dynamics can be researched with the desired
BTMS temperature. Another follow-up research suggestion is to investigate the thermal and effi-
ciency behavior of other battery categories and generate a thermal efficiency database of various
batteries.
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7 Recommendations

In this chapter, the recommendations for additional research studies in line with this research study are been pro-
vided. The additional research recommendations range from efficiency to control studies in the field of thermody-
namics within electric drivetrains. The results of the research studies within the field of thermodynamics can be
incorporated into a thermal influenced electric drivetrain simulator.

Throughout this battery research study, knowledge has been obtained and developed about
the essence of temperature in electric drivetrains. It is advisable to conduct additional research
to obtain knowledge of the thermal and efficiency dynamics of the entire drivetrain from an elec-
trically propelled vehicle. During additional research, studies can be divided into thermal effi-
ciency behavior and thermal control investigations. The investigations of thermal efficiency be-
havior concern the thermal and efficiency behavior of electric machines and transmissions used
in electrically-propelled vehicles. The investigation of thermal control is to derive the Thermal
Management System (TMS) for electric drivetrain components. By gaining further additional
thermal and efficiency behavior knowledge of each electric drivetrain component, an accurate
model of the entire electric drivetrain can be obtained. With this detailed model of the total
electric drivetrain, the thermal influence can be simulated over the entire drivetrain which will
improve the general efficiency.

To conduct additional research on the optimum thermal operating range, some recommenda-
tions can be suggested. The recommendations can be divided into several suggestions. The sug-
gested recommendations for additional research are:

• Research of efficiency and thermal behavior from electric machines

• Research of efficiency and thermal behavior from transmissions

• Determine and define the Thermal Management System (TMS) to regulate the operating
temperature

The first recommendation is to research the efficiency and thermal behavior of electricmachines.
With the research results of the efficiency and thermal behavior from electric machines, a ther-
mal simulation model of the electric machine can be obtained. With the thermal model of the
electric machine, the efficiency per operating temperature can be determined. When the effi-
ciency of the electric machine per temperature is been obtained, the optimal thermal operating
range of electric machines can be evaluated.

The second recommendation is to research the efficiency and thermal behavior of transmissions.
With the obtained research results of the efficiency and thermal behavior from transmissions, a
thermal simulation model of the transmission can be obtained. With the thermal model of the
transmission, the efficiency per operating temperature can be analyzed. When the efficiency of
the transmission per temperature is been determined, the optimal thermal operating range of
transmissions can be assessed.

The third recommendation is to obtain and determine a simulation model for a Thermal Man-
agement System (TMS). By obtaining a TMS simulation model, simulated drivetrain compo-
nents can thermally be controlled.With the thermally controlleddrivetrain components through
the TMS, the influence of thermal control during operation can be analyzed. With the TMS in-
tegration, the heating and cooling behavior of the powertrain component can be examined, and
the optimal operating temperature range can be determined.
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The essential recommendation is to determine the efficiency and thermal behavior of the elec-
tric machine and transmission. With the results of the electric machine and transmission re-
search, an entire thermal drivetrain model can be generated. With the obtained thermal driv-
etrain model, the optimum operating temperature can be determined for each component in
the drivetrain of an electrically propelled vehicle. With the optimum operating temperatures of
all drivetrain components of an electrically propelled vehicle, a thermal layout of the electric
drivetrain can be determined.
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